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Abstract 
Background: Artificial Intelligence (AI) is already in use in many fields 
of healthcare, and utilization of AI in state-of-the art healthcare 
services is growing, with many studies showing that AI can provide 
benefits in healthcare processes. However, there is a need for 
research about healthcare professionals’ willingness to use AI-based 
services, and their consideration about in which cases AI could 
provide better healthcare outcomes and reduce healthcare 
professionals’ workload. 
Methods: We studied the latest technologies and methods from 
current healthcare AI services’ end-users to create a survey on 
healthcare services, including use cases that could be beneficial for 
healthcare professionals.  We focused on studying Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) applications and services which 
utilize modern AI features. The purpose of our survey for healthcare 
professionals was to provide an analysis of the healthcare services 
that utilize AI features, which could provide better health outcomes 
from a healthcare professional and care process point of view. 
Results: AI features, such as health monitoring, medication 
management, and connected machines are considered to have high 
benefit in healthcare workflow. Moreover, we found that the majority 
(67.8%) of healthcare professionals are willing to use AI for supporting 
decision making or even providing independent diagnosis. In total, 
28.9% of healthcare professionals are willing to use AI in a restricted 
manner to help professionals in care processes. Only 3.3% of 
respondents are not willing to use AI-based services at all. 
Conclusions: Our survey indicated that the willingness of healthcare 
professionals to use different AI in healthcare technology solutions is 
high.
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Introduction
The development of Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been very fast  
in the past decade. AI and robotics are now utilized in almost all 
business sectors and this will impact the global labor market in the 
near future1. The following are AI services that have gained the  
most publicity: robotics, autonomous cars, computer vision  
applications, and natural language processing services. However, 
AI is already in use or is emerging on a wide scale in different  
business sectors2.

When considering new models for AI utilization in healthcare 
processes, it is generally believed that soon AI will automatically 
give accurate diagnoses, provide and invent new care instructions 
and new treatments for diseases, and will act as human healthcare 
professionals but in a much more accurate, precise, and effective 
way. In this scenario, AI could provide a remarkable advantage  
to enhance health outcomes and healthcare processes, as well as 
help caregivers in their demanding work. For example, AI can  
provide help regarding the shortage of the healthcare workforce 
and can also provide healthcare resources for aging populations3. 
In addition, in situations when the global healthcare system is  
burdened, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, healthcare resources 
have an increased workload and there is strong demand for AI  
solutions, which will provide governments and healthcare organi-
zations with the necessary tools to perform actions faster and  
more efficiently, especially in pandemics4. These are the final  
goals of utilizing AI in healthcare, but all of these are currently not 
achievable at the time of writing this article.

To achieve these goals, we need to study healthcare professionals’ 
viewpoints concerning current utilization of AI in healthcare and  
ask professional end-users (clinicians and administrators) of  
healthcare services about the best use cases where AI could  
benefit different healthcare processes. Moreover, before we can 
take full advantage of AI in healthcare, we must tackle ethical 
and legal obstacles and comply with all regulatory requirements5.  
Furthermore, metrics to measure benefits and better care  
outcomes for patients, better care outcomes for healthcare service 
providers, effectiveness of service, and response time for service 
queries, must be constructed.

In this study, we provide the results of a survey conducted to  
healthcare professionals about use of AI in healthcare practices. 
Based on the results we provide some evaluation of AI features  
that could be widely accepted by healthcare professionals.  
Moreover, we present new ideas that will be used in our future 
research work and insights for a novel upcoming healthcare  
AI-service platform. We hope that this novel AI-based healthcare  
solutions platform will be able to support healthcare service  
providers, caregivers, and customers in a more effective way  
compared with traditional healthcare IT services.

Methods
The aim of the survey was to evaluate utilization and acceptance  
of different AI-based services of healthcare professionals  
working in the healthcare sector. We also provide a comparative 
analysis of our survey and an earlier survey6, where the adoption  

of AI services by healthcare professionals and public users  
were studied.

AI services in the healthcare domain
The main areas of AI-based healthcare are clinical decision  
making, healthcare interventions, automatic care or healthcare 
process recommendations, patient administration, and patient 
monitoring. For this study, we searched the literature for research 
and utilization of AI technology in the healthcare sector. Based  
on our search, we selected healthcare services that included AI  
technologies in natural language processing, neural networks  
and deep learning, computer vision or robotics, rule-based expert 
systems, and physical robots7,8. This selection was made on 
the basis that there are many studies concerning these AI tech-
nologies and they are commonly in use in the healthcare sector.  
Therefore, healthcare services utilizing AI that were used as  
examples in our survey are as follows: robot-assisted surgery,  
virtual assistants for nursing and consultation, assistant for  
administration and workflow, fraud detection, dosage error  
reduction, connected machines, clinical trial participation,  
preliminary diagnosis, image diagnosis, cybersecurity, medication 
management, health monitoring, and drug creation.

Survey design and participants
The survey was designed to analyze the most suitable services  
and features to support healthcare professionals and administrators  
in their work, as well as which features and services could  
provide best care outcomes for the patients. The survey contained  
three parts: part 1 asked for demographic characteristics of  
respondents; part 2 asked general questions concerning technology  
and AI; and part 3 asked about an individual’s acceptance of  
AI technology and its advantages for certain use cases. Question 
types were single selection, multi-selection, open number value, 
and 5-step Likert Scale9. The survey can be found in full in the 
Extended data.

The survey was created using Google Forms. A link to the  
survey was sent to healthcare professionals by informing health-
care professionals in our own network in Finland via Facebook 
and using SurveyCircle scientific survey service10. No individual  
requests to complete the survey were sent. The survey was  
accessible from December 19, 2019 to February 25, 2020.

The survey was designed to provide data in a formal structured 
manner to support our analysis in an optimal way and enable us 
to smoothly continue with our practical implementation efforts of 
future research work ideas.

Data analysis
We used basic statistical analysis tools from Excel Analysis  
ToolPak11, presenting mean values and standard deviation for 
each question, and analyzed respondents’ staff group, work  
experience, and age against AI technology adoption. We analyzed 
how respondents utilize IT technology in their work, as well as  
their willingness to adopt new healthcare services that use AI  
technology. Finally, we compared our survey results to the survey  
results conducted by YouGov Research in November 20166 to  
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the general public in 12 countries across Europe, the Middle  
East, and Africa (n=12000). Our aim was to find out if our  
survey results correlate with the survey results from YouGov 
Research.

Ethical considerations
Ethical approval for the study protocol and survey was waived  
by the University of Eastern Finland Research Ethics Committee.  
This waiver of approval was provided since the study did not  
contain any of the following: research deviates from principle of 
informed consent; research involves intervening in the physical 
integrity of participants; research is on minors under the age of 
15 years; research exposes participants to strong stimuli; research 
involves risk of causing mental harm to participants; and research 
involves threat of safety to participants.

Participants were informed about the aim of the questionnaire  
and that this information would be used in research, which was 
shown at the beginning of the questionnaire. Completion of the 
questionnaire was taken as consent to participate.

Results
We created an Internet survey to examine the usage, usability,  
and end-user acceptance of AI-based healthcare services by  
healthcare professionals. We received a total of 125 responses. 
Of these, only 121 responses were 100% complete and therefore  
only these responses were analyzed.

The study population gender distribution was female 63.6% (77), 
male 35.6% (43), and other 0.8% (1). Mean age and mean work 
experience was not able to be calculated accurately because of  
the age and experience questions did not contain exact age or  
years of experience. Respondents staff group distribution was 
as follows: nursing staff, 48.8% (59); office and administration  
staff, 14.9% (18); research staff, 14.0% (17); physicians, 14% 
(17); social work, 5.0% (6); and maintenance staff, 3.3% (4). The  
demographics of the study population are shown in Figure 1.

The survey measured healthcare professionals’ opinions about  
how AI technology will be able to provide enhancement to  
care processes and functions, and if AI can replace some  
activities or tasks that are traditionally done by healthcare  
professionals or traditional healthcare ICT services. The survey 
results were analyzed by each question and with basic statistical 
analysis tools (mean values and standard deviation).

Current use of ICT technology by healthcare professionals
In the survey we asked about the current use of different digital 
services and features among healthcare professionals (question 
G1). When analyzing the results, we noticed that respondents  
stated that the most currently used ICT services listed in the  
survey were for drug discovery (31.4%), medical data security 
(28.1%), medical diagnosis (24%), signal analysis (23.1%), and 
finding participants to take part in clinical trials (23.1%). The  
least used services were robot surgery (6.6%) and fraud detection 

Figure 1. Participants’ demographic information.
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(9.1%). In total, 19% of professionals did not use any of the listed 
digital services in their work (Figure 2). 

For the utilization of these ICT services, 19% of respondents  
did not use any of the services listed in G1. For the technology 
usage level (question G3), we found that 20% of the respond-
ents used these services daily and 24% at least once per week  
(Figure 3).

We also asked health professionals which healthcare ICT services 
and features were considered the most beneficial in their work  
and/or care processes (question G2). There was the possibility  
to select multiple technologies. The respondents reported that 
the following were the most beneficial/used: health monitoring 
(43.8%), medication management (32.2%), connected machines 
(27.3%), dosage error reduction (23.1%), and signal analysis 
(18.2%). The least beneficial services for healthcare professionals  
were cybersecurity (8.3%) and fraud detection (9.1%). In  
total, 10.7% of respondents do not want to use any of the listed 
services in their work (Figure 4).

AI advantages/disadvantages as considered by healthcare 
professionals
One of the questions in the survey was for healthcare professionals  
to consider the advantages of AI-based services (question G4;  
Figure 5). The response was a 4-step Likert scale from 0 to 4,  
where 0 is “Do not agree at all” and 4 is “I fully agree”. The  
results showed that three most considered advantages of AI by 
healthcare professionals were “Simple and repeating tasks can be 
performed by AI/robots” (mean score 3.0), “AI can provide help 
in healthcare professionals workload” (mean score 3.0), and “AI  

can provide easier access for more people/patients to healthcare  
services” (mean score 3.0). These services have also lowest  
standard deviation (0.86 – 0.95). Other lesser considered  
advantages were “AI can give better treatment recommendations” 
(mean score 2.3) and “AI can perform surgery more accurately  
than healthcare professionals” (mean score 2.3). When analyzing  
the average scores from all replies there is an indication that  
healthcare professionals mostly consider AI-based services and  
features in healthcare to have advantages.

We also asked what disadvantages healthcare professionals  
consider AI to have when used in healthcare (question G5, Likert  
scale as for question G4; Figure 6). The highest considered  
disadvantage was given for “AI or robots cannot be in contact  
with patients. Patients need human interaction when providing  
healthcare services.” (mean score 2.8), “Too complicated for 
healthcare professionals to access AI technology solutions” (mean 
score 2.1) and “AI does not provide accurate results for decision 
making. Only healthcare professionals can make right decisions.” 
(mean score 2.1) The lowest value was given to “I can see only  
disadvantages when using AI or robotics in healthcare.” (mean 
score 1.2). The results of this question show that some healthcare  
professionals express their concern that AI should not have  
contact with patients without human interaction and the final  
decision in healthcare processes should be kept in human hands. We 
can also see that healthcare professionals consider that AI-based 
solutions bring advantages rather than disadvantages.

Willingness to use AI services by healthcare professionals
We asked healthcare professionals about willingness to use  
healthcare services that utilize AI (questions A1-A15). Respondents  

Figure 2. ICT technology currently used by respondents (question G1).
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Figure 3. ICT healthcare service usage level among respondents (question G3).

Figure 4. The most beneficial technologies as reported by healthcare professionals (question G2).

Figure 5. Advantages of AI in healthcare considered by healthcare professionals (question G4). Likert scale from 0 to 4, where 0 is “Do 
not agree at all” and 4 is “I fully agree”.
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Figure 6. Disadvantages of AI in healthcare considered by healthcare professionals (question G5). Likert scale from 0 to 4, where 0 is 
“Do not agree at all” and 4 is “I fully agree”.

could evaluate each service independently with a 4-step Likert  
scale between 0 to 4, with 0 as “Not willing” and 4 as “Very  
willing”. A mean utilization score of 2.8 was given to services  
used for automatic health monitoring, providing enhanced data 
security, providing fraud detection, providing medical risk  
prediction, and conducting health assessment questionnaires. These 
services also have the lowest standard deviation (0.80 – 0.90).  
Lowest utilization scores were given to services such as  
AI-assisted major surgery (mean score 1.9), AI giving diagnosis 
of patient (2.3), and AI providing instant healthcare advice for the 
patient (2.3). Overall results are shown in Figure 7.

Finally, we asked healthcare professionals how they are to have  
AI make decisions or give recommendations in healthcare  
processes (question G6). The responses showed that most health-
care professionals are willing to use AI in healthcare in all  
possible cases with the final decision made by humans (65%) or 
AI to give decisions without human interaction (3%). Also 29% 
of respondents consider that AI can ease healthcare work and  
processes, but only by giving recommendations. Only 3% of 
respondents consider that AI is not suitable for healthcare. 

Correlation of responses with healthcare professionals’ 
demographics
We analyzed how respondents’ staff group and age group  
correlate to the willingness to use AI technology. Social work 
and maintenance staff had a total 10 respondents each and were 
therefore combined. We found that there was only minor deviation 
among different staff groups supporting AI utilization (Figure 8).

Secondly, we analyzed age groups which have over 15 respondents.  
Age groups (55–64 years and over 65 years) had total 9 respond-
ents and those were combined. We found that there was only 
minor deviation among different age groups supporting AI  
utilization (Figure 9).

Thirdly, we analyzed work experience from the groups that have 
over 15 respondents. Work experience groups (55 – 64 years and 
over 65 years) had total 9 respondents and those are combined  
to last pie chart. We found that there was only minor deviation 
among different work experience groups supporting AI utilization 
(Figure 10).

Discussion
From the survey results, we found out that the AI technology  
that respondents consider to be most useful for healthcare 
work processes (question G2) are services that provide health  
monitoring, medication management, and networked devices  
and databases which can exchange data between each other. In 
addition, the three most currently used healthcare IT services by 
respondents are drug discovery, medical data security, and medical 
diagnosis (question G1).

We compared our research results to an earlier survey con-
ducted by YouGov Research6. We found similarities in perceived  
advantages of AI between the two surveys. In the YouGov  
survey, the top two advantages that respondents reported were 
“Healthcare would be easier and quicker for more people to  
access” and “Advanced computers/robots can make diagnosis  
faster and more accurately”. From our survey, the top three  
perceived advantages identified by healthcare professionals were 
“AI can provide easier access for more people/patients to health-
care services”, “AI can provide help in healthcare professionals 
workload”, and “Simple and repeating tasks can be performed  
by AI/robots”.

When we compared disadvantages between surveys, we found 
that the top three disadvantages reported in our survey were 
“AI or robots cannot be in contact with patients. Patients need  
human interaction when providing healthcare services”, “Too  
complicated for healthcare professionals to access AI technology 
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Figure 7. Willingness to use AI-based services as reported by healthcare professionals (question A1-A15). Likert scale between 0 to 4, 
with 0 as “Not willing” and 4 as “Very willing”.

Figure 8. Reported AI utilization by healthcare professionals according to staff groups. Blue, “AI can be used in all possible cases, but 
humans should always make final decision”; orange, “AI can ease clinical work and clinical processes but only with restricted matter (only 
by giving recommendations)”; black, “AI is not suitable for healthcare”; grey, “AI can be used in healthcare and can independently provide 
diagnoses and decisions for care”.

Figure 9. Reported AI utilization by healthcare professionals according to age groups. Blue, “AI can be used in all possible cases, but 
humans should always make final decision”; orange, “AI can ease clinical work and clinical processes but only with restricted matter (only 
by giving recommendations)”; black, “AI is not suitable for healthcare”; grey, “AI can be used in healthcare and can independently provide 
diagnoses and decisions for care”.
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Figure 10. Reported AI utilization by healthcare professionals according to work experience. Blue, “AI can be used in all possible cases, 
but humans should always make final decision”; orange, “AI can ease clinical work and clinical processes but only with restricted matter (only 
by giving recommendations)”; black, “AI is not suitable for healthcare”; grey, “AI can be used in healthcare and can independently provide 
diagnoses and decisions for care”.

solutions”, and “AI does not provide accurate results for decision 
making. Only healthcare professionals can make right decisions”. 
The disadvantages reported by the YouGov survey were “People  
need the human touch when it comes to their healthcare”, “If 
something unexpected is found during surgery or in a test, I do  
not trust robots to make decisions on what to do”, and “Only  
a human healthcare professional can make the right decisions”. 
Therefore, a correlation in perceived disadvantages by both  
groups of respondents can be seen.

When analyzing the demographic data of respondents and  
survey responses, we concluded that age and staff group among 
healthcare professionals does not have significant effect on  
adoption of AI features or willingness to use healthcare services  
utilizing AI methods. There was also an indication from the  
survey results that respondents of a younger age and shorter  
work experience in the healthcare sector correlated negatively  
with willingness to adopt AI technology in healthcare.

In addition, we found that willingness to use novel features  
and services utilizing AI by healthcare professionals is high  
when novel features are used to help healthcare professionals in 
their decision making or work processes. Perceived disadvantages 
when using AI services mainly concerned loss of human interac-
tion when robotics is used in healthcare and unwillingness to let  
AI make clinical decisions.

Overall, we conclude that using AI in healthcare is accepted by 
healthcare professionals and there are many AI enabled features  
and services where there could be of high potential in healthcare. 
However, developers and researchers of these novel AI services  
must keep in mind that the perceived disadvantages should be  
solved and human decision making and human interaction in  
these novel services is necessary, until these new services gain  
user acceptance and adoption in the healthcare sector. From the 
YouGov survey, these same acceptance criteria also apply when 

considering healthcare AI service adoption within the general  
public.

In our future research work we will evaluate more results of this 
survey to find the most effective combination of AI-services and 
technologies that could provide the best benefits for healthcare 
work processes, health outcomes, and preventive health processes.  
We will focus on providing services that could be easily adopted 
by healthcare professionals and the general public, and that  
should provide imminent enhancement in care processes. Moreover,  
we will provide a comparative study of healthcare technologies 
where AI is used as a key element and evaluate the effectiveness  
of these technologies in the field of healthcare. Finally, we  
will propose a technology platform where these studied AI  
technologies could be easily adopted by healthcare professionals 
and their customers or patients.

Data availability
Underlying data
Open Scientific Framework: Survey to healthcare professionals  
on the practicality of AI services for healthcare, https://doi.org/ 
10.17605/OSF.IO/674ZM12.

Extended data
Open Scientific Framework: Survey to healthcare professionals  
on the practicality of AI services for healthcare, https://doi.org/ 
10.17605/OSF.IO/674ZM12.

This project contains the following extended data:
-    Survey questions in English and Finnish.

-    Survey questions in table format (Tables 1–3)

Data are available under the terms of the Creative Commons  
Zero “No rights reserved” data waiver (CC0 1.0 Public domain 
dedication).
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